We extend the classiÿcation of the Bruen chains to all ÿelds of order at most 49, by showing the non-existence of Bruen chains over the ÿelds of order 41, 43, 47 and 49.
Introduction
The main motivation for the study of Bruen chains comes from the theory of translation planes of rank at most 2 over their kernel. Having invented derivation of planes in [15] , Ostrom generalised derivation to a general method called net replacement in [16] for constructing new a ne planes from old ones. We only wish to consider this in the setting of translation planes of rank at most 2 over their kernel. These planes arise from spreads of PG(3; q) via the construction of AndrÃ e [5] and Bruck and Bose [7] . A spread of PG(3; q) is a partition of PG(3; q) into q 2 + 1 lines. We denote the translation plane of order q 2 arising from the spread S of PG(3; q) by (S). In this setting, net replacement amounts to replacing some subset U of the spread S by another partial spread V covering the same set of points as U . The resulting spread S = (S \ U ) ∪ V then determines a new translation plane (S ).
A regulus of PG(3; q) is the set of transversal lines of a triple of pairwise skew lines. Given a regulus R, the set of transversal lines to R forms another regulus R opp , and the two reguli cover the same set of points, which is the set of points of a hyperbolic quadric. If a spread S contains a regulus R, then by replacing R by R opp we get a new spread S = (S \ R) ∪ R opp . In this case net replacement is just derivation. A spread S is called regular if it contains the regulus deÿned by any three of its lines, and a translation plane (S) associated with a spread S is Desarguesian if and only if S is regular. A Bruen chain is a collection C of (q + 3)=2 reguli in a regular spread S of PG(3; q), q odd, such that any two reguli of C have exactly two lines in common but no three reguli of C have any line in common [8] . Heden [9] showed that every Bruen chain must be replaceable, thereby yielding a non-Desarguesian translation plane of dimension two over its kernel.
Bruen [8] originally developed the work on chains in the course of obtaining a lower bound on the size of replaceable partial spreads X in S, with X containing at least two intersecting reguli. (The same lower bound was obtained independently by Oakden.) Bruen chains give examples of replaceable partial spreads with equality in the lower bound.
There are examples of Bruen chain all over ÿelds of order at most 37 (see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] 8, 13] ) For a more detailed list on the topic refer to the bibliography of [4] .
In [11] , the classiÿcation of Bruen chains over ÿelds of order at most 37 was completed using a computer, building on work in [9, 10] , also using a computer. Here we extend this classiÿcation to ÿelds of order at most 49, again using a computer.
The setting
By using the Klein correspondence between the line set of PG(3; q) and the pointset of Q + (5; q), a regular spread S of PG(3; q) is associated with an elliptic quadric Q − (3; q) of Q + (5; q) [12] . Under this correspondence, reguli contained in the regular spread S correspond to irreducible conics of Q − (3; q). Thus a Bruen chain becomes a set of (q + 3)=2 irreducible conics of Q − (3; q) pairwise intersecting in two points of Q − (3; q), but with the intersection of any three of them being empty.
From now on we will call circles the irreducible conics of Q − (3; q). The incidence geometry of points and circles of Q − (3; q) is the Bruck's model of the Miquelian inversive plane [6] . If we consider the internal structure at a point P of the Miquelian inversive plane, i.e. the geometry having as points all the points of Q − (3; q) di erent from P and as lines, all the circles passing through P minus P, we obtain an a ne plane isomorphic to AG(2; q), called the derived a ne plane at P.
A Bruen chain in AG(2; q) is a set of (q + 3)=2 circles pairwise intersecting in two points but with the intersection of any three of them being empty.
If C is a Bruen chain of Q − (3; q) and P∞ is a point of Q − (3; q) not on any conic of C, then C becomes a Bruen chain in the derived a ne plane AG(2; q) at P∞, and conversely [9] .
In [9] the author deÿnes, in a suitable way, an equivalence relation which partition the set of circles of AG(2; q) into two di erent classes. This relation can be easily extended to an equivalence relation, with two classes, on the set of all circles and lines of AG(2; q) and so to the set of all circles of the elliptic quadric. He proves that all circles of a Bruen chain are of the same class. He also proves that any three circles contained in a Bruen chain have no common tangent circle (i.e. a circles that meet the three circles of the Bruen chain in only one point).
Let ≡ be a non-trivial PGO − (4; q) invariant equivalent relation on circles of Q − (3; q) having exactly two distinct classes (see i.e. [14] and [9] ).
It is possible to prove that the two classes are exactly the orbits of the group PO − (4; q) on the set of circles of Q − (3; q). We will use these results in our programs. We shall also need the fact that PGO − (4; q) acts 3-transitively on the points of Q − (3; q).
The programs
Our programs are in the computer algebra system Magma. We use the built in classical permutation group PGO − (4; q) (acting on the points of the elliptic quadric), but note that Magma Version 2.8-2 (which we are using), erroneously gives a subgroup of index 2 of this group. The group given has 2 orbits on the circles, being the classes of circles. Since PGO − (4; q) acts 3-transitively on the points of Q, it follows that the stabilizer of a circle acts 2-transitively on the points of that circle. Hence, ÿxing a circle C1 and two points P and Q on C1, all orbits on pairs of circles meeting in two points are represented by pairs {C1; C} with C1 ∩ C = {P; Q}. Indeed, we obtain a system of representatives of such pairs by taking representatives of the orbits of the stabiliser of C1, P and Q on the bundle of all circles on P and Q (other than C1). For each such representative C2, we calculate the stabilizer H of C1 and C2 and consider the set X of circles C meeting both C1 and C2 in two points, with C ∩ C1 ∩ C2 empty and such that there is no circle tangent to C, to C1 and to C2. We calculate the orbit representatives for H on X . For each orbit representative C3, we form a graph . The vertex set of is the set of the circles C in X meeting C3 in two points, with C ∩ C1 ∩ C3 empty and C ∩ C2 ∩ C3 empty, and such that there is no circle tangent to C, to C1 and to C3 and there is no circle tangent to C, to C2 and to C3. The edges of are the pairs {C; D} with C; D vertices such that C meets D in two points and C ∩ D ∩ Ci is empty for 1 6 i 6 3. By the theorems of Heden [9] mentioned in the preceding section, every Bruen chain containing C1,C2 and C3 corresponds to a clique of size (q − 3)=2 of and every Bruen chain is equivalent to one containing C1, C2 and C3 for at least one of the cases we are considering. So we calculate all cliques of size (q − 3)=2 of , and check to see which of them (together with C1, C2 and C3) are Bruen chains. When q is 41, 43, 47 or 49 no such cliques arise, and therefore there are no Bruen chains. (The clique searching is performed by the inbuilt Magma command CliqueNumber.) The programs took a total of about 30 days to run on a Pentium clone. They did use a lot of memory, requiring about 300 Meg of RAM. We also veriÿed the results of [9] [10] [11] , classifying Bruen chains for ÿelds of order at most 37.
Final remarks
There are only 20 known Bruen chains, all over ÿelds of order at most 37. The non-existence results for the ÿelds of order 41, 43, 47 and 49 provide some evidence that perhaps there may only be ÿnitely many Bruen chains. Before this work, the only non-existence result for Bruen chains known was for the ÿeld of order 29 [10] . So the results are somewhat surprising, and perhaps go some way towards explaining the di culties encountered in attempting to construct inÿnite families of Bruen chains. They also provide some evidence in support of the combined conjectures of [10, 11] that all Bruen chains are known.
